
LEGALLY BLONDE CRITIQUE

On July 13, , MGM brought a breezy comedy to moviegoers nationwide, Legally Blonde. The film went on to gross more
than $ million.

He plans to be a senator by the time he's 30, he explains, and for that career path, "I need to marry a Jackie,
not a Marilyn. What made Elle succeed when more experienced lawyers did not? Her biggest challenge is
what to wear for what she thinks will be a marriage proposal from her beau, Warner Huntington III Matthew
Davis. The actress playing one of them, Leslie Kritzer, has an original satiric vibrancy that Ms. What did the
way Elle responded to a practical joke show us about her? Families can talk about why Elle did not have
higher aspirations for herself at the beginning of Legally Blonde, and the role her parents played in shaping the
way she thought about her future. In court, Elle recalls a wet T-shirt contest. Please try again later. Positive
Elements. At her graduation from Harvard, Elle hails "passion, courage of conviction, and a strong sense of
self" as cornerstones for success. Worst of all, Warner is engaged to a girl who looks like an ad for Town and
Country magazine. Other characters drink beer as well. Mitchell puts them through. It also contains at least
one line I predict will enter the repertory: Elle Woods is asked, "A spa? Really really fun? He has decided to
break up with her before he leaves for Harvard Law School, because she's not they right type to help him in
his political career. You agree to receive occasional updates and special offers for The New York Times's
products and services. And it further simplifies characters who were already caricatures. You are already
subscribed to this email. She moves in a cloud of pink, dispensing advice on grooming, hair care and
accessorizing; she has a perfect grade point average in her major, which is fashion. Mitchell borrows heavily
and appropriately from music and exercise videos. Witherspoon effortlessly animated this material with
sunshine and quick wit. Dialogue includes crass sexual innuendo, anatomical slang, and a classroom
discussion about sperm donors, one-night stands and masturbation. A girl claims to have been involved in
"Lesbians Against Drunk Driving. Callahan Victor Garber and assigned to help him in the case of a famous
weight-loss consultant Ali Larter accused of murdering her much older husband. And Andy Karl is a hilarious
walking sight gag as a hunky delivery man in tight shorts, on hand to demonstrate that women, too, have the
right to be wolf whistlers.


